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SECOND THOUGHTS 

BY THE EDITOR . 

Read before the Alpine Club, October 7, 1944 
. . 

T is almost a tradition in this Club to begin a paper with a 
personal attack upon our Honorary Secretary, on the principle, 
as I imagine, that attack is the best form of defence. Let 

me first say a word in defence of Mr. Donkin, whose task it is 
to cater for mountain appetites from an empty larder ;- how . 
well he has done this, an esurient Editor should be the first to 
testify. For tonight he had hoped to provide something more 
substantial than the salami and synthetic honey which is all I 
have to offer from a scanty table of very early memories : he 
was counting on what he elegantly called a symposium of doctors. 
As, however, the medicine men cannot hold their corroboree 
until next spri.ng, I shall endeavour this evening~ not to cure 
your mountain sickness but to alleviate it with a few Alpine 
bromides that may serve as a sleeping draught. 

A great schoolmaster was once lecturing on Vittorino da 
Feltre, pioneer in Renaissance education. ' He was born in a 
mountain village,' he told us, and then, bending towards his 
hearers, he added, ' I hope you will all be born in mountain 
villages.' It may be unfilial to claim renaissance during a first 
season in Arolla or Chamonix, but how many of us are there 
who, having once looked through the magic casement opening 
on pasture and glacier' do not feel that a new life has begun for 
them, where any reference to mountains comes with a fresh and 
wider meaning ? Certainly for one returning to .school from 
places where you can look how far the east is from the west, a 
new light shone on many of the familiar phrases from our ·own 
poets. Perhaps several years have elapsed since some of my 
audience were forced to learn English lines, but I know that for 
myself the task became more . congenial now that I had actually 
heard Wordsworth's trumpet echo of the mountain cataracts; 
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2 • SECOND THOUGHTS 

and if you have struggled up frozen shale in the shadow of dawn 
you will recite Clough's words with fuller understanding : 

. 
• 

In front the sun climbs slow, how slowly, 
But westward, look ! the land is bright . 

• 

I can remember catching George Mallory's eye· in Chapel at 
the appropriate Alpine passage in the Benedicite ; and I developed 
a sneaking affection for those kings to whose discredit the 
chronicler records : ' Nevertheless the high places were not 
removed.' The mountains had brought a new radiance into 
one's thoughts, and the light was a bit dazzling ; in fact, as 
winter passed and the second advent of an Alpine season drew 
nearer, it tended to eclipse the lamp .of study. During the long 
summer evenings, when with the approach of night the brown, 
weatherbeaten walls of Chapel took on that rich warmth of 
afterglow which we had often watched.- on the Dent Perroc, Guy 
Bullock and I spent hours walking round Chamber Court with 
Graham Irving and planning our August programme, from 
humble origins to •a whirlwind campaign against the Zermatt 

· giants. The intoxicating prospect was too much for one young 
head, and when examination results were published there was a 
thunderstorm which, if it did something to clear the .air, might 
well have shaken the mountains to their roots. ' Ropes, ice
axes, mattresses,' the catalogue of my sins at end of term would 
have done· credit to an Alpine outfitter. It was regrettable, no 
doubt, that the stream of classical learning should have been 
diverted to fresh woods and pastures new, but when you are on a 
first visit to the forests and alps of Val d'Anniviers something is 
taken out of the sting of a philippic. One feature of Winchester 
is a large painted board bearing a threefold Latin inscription : 
Aut disce, aut discede ... :··either learn or leave and if I had 
left without learning, at least I was-out of arm's length of the 
third alternative, a beating . 

. Now, with schoq_l days over and our pot-valiant plans to be 
put into execution, we set out in the steps of Leslie Stephen for 
the Mountet hut and a traverse of the Rothorn. I will not 
weary you with the vvalk up to that su·perbly placed hut, or with 
a description of that glorious amphitheatre of peaks secluded 
from the lower world, the mere thought of which almbst leads 
me to intone that ' litany of l~vely names.' Grand as this back
ground always is, on the evening of our arrival the foreground 
was even .more striking. Outside the hut stood a huge figure, with 
legs astride like a Colossus and Atlantean shoulders fit to bear 
the mightiest of rucksacks: it 'vas Alexander Burgener. For 
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SECOND THOUGHTS 3 

the first time I vvas in the presence of a great guide, and I studied 
him at a respectful distance as one who had known a wider world 
into which I was about to enter ; and from my reading of the 
many delightful associations between employer and guide, I, 

. who owed · so much to Irving's guidance, felt a moment's un
grateful envy of those who could afford to travel with guides and 
thus enjoy the friendship of such great peasant gentlem.en. To 
see him standing there like an earthborn giant, dominant as a 
gendarme on his native Saasgrat, who could have foretold that 
only four years later, on a tourist-ridden track within hail of a 
populous hut, an avalanche would sweep him to his fate ? Th~ 
evening, ho\\rever, was too fine ·for any such vaticinations, 
and as the last rays of sun passed throug~ the gateway between 
Dent Blanche and Grand Cornier, setting a cap of gold on the 
Gabelhorn, ther.e was every promise of a good day for the morrow. 

We were off well before dawn, and soon after sunrise were 
on the snow saddle between Lo Besso and Rothorn, ,looking down 
on the turbulent glacier plunging towards the fiat meadows of 
Zinal and along the line of rocky points. and snow hummocks 
leading to the Weisshorn. At a short distance from us lay the 
Morning Pass, the scene .of Moore's famous crossing in 1864. 
There, far below on a grassy shelf, like marmots basking in the 
early sunshine, were the Arpitetta chalets, where his party spent 
a restless flea-bitten . night ; there, the tottering Seracs Vvhich 
they cleared only just in time ; there too the cornice, or its 
lineal desc~ndant, through which Croz flogged his .way, as 
Whymper's pencil so faithfully P<?rtrays. I knew the story 
almost by heart, and~ ·standing here within sight of their triumph, 
one seemed to catch some idea of what their enterprise had 
bequeathed to . us. With this magnificent scene to our left, we 
followed the snow ridge of Le B.lanc to its junction with the 
Rothorn arete and there halted ; but whereas at this point 
Stephen's party cowered for shelter from a southerly gale and 
his teeth played involuntary airs like a negro minstrel's bones, 
we were rp.ore fortunate in that supreme moment when for the 
first time one looks down into the historic valley of St . . Niklaus. 
Yet it is not only this downward view with all its associations 
which rem~ins with me after so many years : far to the 'east, 
beyond the Riffelberg pastures and the Italian frontier peaks, lay 
a sea of golden cloud from which rose the shadowy headlands of 
Bernina and Disgrazia, while behind us Mont Blanc stood forth 
in cloudless majesty. And in the distant south was the cynosure 

· of every Alpine eye, fellow sentinel with Disgrazia of the north 
Italian plain, the solitary form of Monte .Viso. 
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As the air gre\v warmer, it was time to shoulder our rucksacks, 
for the mai~ work of the day was now before us. If one born 
out of due time cannot be a pioneer, it is still an inspiration to 
follow a classic route, as we were now to do. Where Leslie 
Stephen has described the route by the north ridge, it would be 
indecent for an unworthy successor to recall the details ; more
over, all the advantages were on . our side, still weather, .warm 
rocks, and the knowledge of a sure way to the summit, while the 
first party had come all the way from Zinal, to find a bitter wind 
and a plentiful sprinkling of snow. Nor is it surprising that the 
prospect caused Melchior Anderegg to shake his experienced 
head, for the ridge is sensational in places, especially at the knife 
edge of rock which threatened Stephen with bisection and in the 
sharp bluff beyond, where I found the same reassurance in 
watching Bullock's easy rhythmic movements as the first party 
drew from the sight of J akob Anderegg's unruffled countenance. 
In the splendid conditions prevailing and with Irving's confident 
leadership we made rapid progress and were on the summit 
soon after 9 A.M. While Irving fri~d rashers of good British 
bacon we watched a guided party from Zermatt hewing vast 
steps in a small ice patch a short distance below. When they 
joined us we heard that great deeds were afoot in Zermatt : that 
terrific south face of the ·Taschhorn looming immediately opposite 
had fallen to Geoffrey Young and Ryan, with their brilliant 
St. Niklaus guides. The story lost nothing in the telling, and 
it made our present feat, the fulfilment of a year's ambition, seem 
very small beer in comparison. The gods, it appeared, were 
come down to us in the likeness of men. Should we ever have 

0 

a new route, or even so much as a various expedition, to record 
our names in the ALPINE JOURNAL ? 

0 

The de~cent to Zermatt was reputed to be easier ·than the 
ascent from Zinal, and as we set off down simple rocks and by the 
huge steps cut by our Zermatt friends, it was easy to presume 
that all difficulties were over. Had I then\known Dent's youthful 
nar;ative of the first ascent, the most formidable one that he and 
Passingham had ever made and they were guided ·by no less 
a trio than Franz Andermatten, Alexaqder Burgener and 
Ferdinand Imseng-- I might hav·e thought twice about ~aking 
things lightheartedly. I did not have to wait long for enlighten
J?ent. When we passed through the Gabel and entered upon 
the south face across which one approaches the broad snowy 
east ridge, conditions became less easy. There was a good .deal 

·of ice on the rocks, and one or· two patches of snow were already 
softened by the morning sun. We were forced to move one at 
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a time. At one point there was a stretch of snow interrupted 
with rock ; only an· experienced eye could have detected that th~ . 
snow lay thin upon ice, and that proper steps were needed beneath 
the snow. Consequently, the passage of the first two climbers 
loosened the covering, and no sooner had Irving begun the 
traverse than he discovered how unsafe our crossing had been. 
It would, I believe, be unfair to condemn the composition of the 
party for this expedition on the ground of this incident, or to 
urge that the presence of a guide would have insured us against 
this danger. Not all guides are of the calibre of Dent's famous 
companions, and I recall hearing in this room only six months 
ago how on this very mountain, at the bidding of a guide, a party 
abandoned their axes before they had to tackle unexpectedly a 
somewhat similar passage. Even on far easier mountains such 
places may be encount~red, as I found later on the familiar 
Weissmies, where the consequences of a slip might have b.een far 
more serious than the well known glissade to the Zwischbergen 
Pass. Always generous in accepting responsibility, Irving 
blamed himself for not leading down, but the fault lay with our 
imprudence ; at least I had discovered that my little learning 
was a dangerous thing. 

In the early afternoon we entered Zermatt. ' In a short 
tiine,' remarked Irving, ' yoll: may see some members of the 
Alpine Club,' and I pulled up my stock~ngs. We swung round 
a corner, and found ourselves before the Monte Rosa hotel and 
the Guides' Wall. So strong was my memory of Whymper's 

.. drawing that I almost expected to see the group of renowned 
figures in the ' Club Room of Zermatt ' : Grove talking with 
Moore and Stephen, Kennedy leaning on that 'alpenstock which 
is now in a neighbouring room, the bearded. dignity of John Ball, 
Ulrich Lauener looming above them and Franz Andermatten 
sitting· cross-legged with his formidable ice-axe. The space 
stood empty ; but .outside the hotel their successors sat simply 
chatting in a rustic row of basket chairs. I regarded them with 
awe : were they discussing their latest triumphs· on Dent Blanche 
and 'feufelsgrat, or were they merely ruminating after one of 
Herr Seiler's admirable luncheons ? Thrones, Dominations, 
Princedoms, Virtues, Powers, they seemed to look down their 
peeled noses at these guideless intruders. It was only later that 
I had reason to recognise the kindness, the forbearance and the 
understanding which distinguished climbers will extend to the 
younger generation. Meanwhile we fled to a humbler hostelry. 

Next day we set off from Randa for the Mischabel peaks, not 
indeed to repeat Mr. Young's route nor even to follow Mummery 
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6 SECOND THOUGHTS 

and Alexander Burgener up the Teufelsgrat, but to traverse the 
twin peaks of Taschhorn and Dom by the connecting ridge . 
Both peaks, as we all know, are nearly 15,ooo feet in height. To 
the British ear the altitude sounds more imposing when reckoned 
in feet, as if one were to heap Pelion on Ossa ; to the German 
there. is magic in metres when he goes forth like Karl Blodig 
to gather a rucksackful of Viertausender. · If metres meant as 
little to us as a Munro to a Welshman, the prospect of several 
hours' traverse at over 14,ooo feet was indeed alluring. However, 
the expedition proved a chapter, not of accidents but of dis
appointments. The outset was disastrous for our dignity. We 
toiled up through the pinewoods above Randa on a sultry after
noon, lost the path at tree limit, wandered into a savage gorge 
flanked by smooth slabs and steep, · coarse grass, and finally 
·emerged from this purgatory to sight the hut for our night's 
lodging a thousand feet below .us. The 'night was stormy, and 
the next day was spent in fetching up more provisions. When 
we left early on the following day the weather was still doubtful, 
'vith a cold north-west wind and a belt of mist screening the 
whole valley. Often a favourable sign, today the ·mist rose only 
t0 settle on the neighbouring peaks and intensify the cold. Our 
ascent of the Taschhorn is not a happy memory ; the lower 
glacier was badly crevass~d, the rocky margin of the Kienfels~n 
to which we· drifted held up our pace, and the long slopes of snow 
facing north-west were, in the absence of les crampons Kennedy, 
just too steep and just too h3:rd for us to dispense with step
cutting. Moreover, the north-westerly aspect eluded the sun 
w}:lile the lower slopes were bathed in its warmth, and no sooner 
had the sun reached us than envious clouds sw:-ept by, chilling 
us to the marrow. The mists swirled about the crags of the 
Teufelsgrat, at times reaching out a clammy finger at us . To 
hav~ come so .far with little prospect of looking down into another 
new valley and greeting the homeland of Burgener and cure 
lmseng was grievous enough ; it was worse still when the cocoa 
refused to boil on a shelterless summi~ and we set out hungry 
on a traverse begun, continued, and ended in mist. Nevertheless, 
those four ho~rs from summit to summit at over 14,ooo feet were 
·not without their grandeur, as we followed a narrow crest of 
rock and snow dropping gently through obscurity to the Dom
joch, and then met easier ground on the Dom. There was 
-hardly a firm rock, contorted gendarmes and crumbling chimney 
stacks loomed above us., and · from beneath rose the constant 
clatter of stones falling down the scarred slopes into the darkness 
of an unknown void. It was like wandering on a November 
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day through the slag heaps and abandoned kilns of some black 
country of the middle air. At last the summit appeared, and we 
plumed ourselves at the thought of a rapid descent over easy 
snow. By now the afternoon was we~l advanced, but we still 
counted on reaching Randa before dark. Earnest readers of 
this }OURNAL may remember. that the Journey from the summit 
to the bathroom door at Randa takes two hours and fifty minutes, 
but for this you must be young in body. 

At first all went well and 'we plunged down in the tracks of a 
previous party. But as we descended the mists grew even . 
thicker tha·n ever, and we were forced _to feel our way by the 
lefthand edge of the glacier slope, where at ti~es the snow· gave 
place to ice. To add to our troubles, Bullock dropped his ice
axe and we lost time in rescuing it beyond a crevasse far away to 
our right. Evening was .upon us when at length we dropped 
over the Festijoch to the lower glacier, and we should have to 
go hard if we were to clear the belt of rocks below the Dom hut 
before darkness came on. We made it just in time, and sped 
down a broad easy path, with the vision of supper in an hour's time 

~ or less. A vain hope ! The path ran out into a wilderness of 
boulders, and with the sky overcast and a recalcitrant lantern we 
strove against _darkness that might be felt. In the pinewoods it 
was even worse. Now and then we struck a fragment of path 
and stepped out with new confidence, only to find ourselves 
again the victims of ~ome Valaisan Puck laughing at our harm. 
Finally we gave up the search and · heade~ straight downhill, 
guided only by the sound of the torrent to our left. I was 
beginning to wonder whether the day would end with ourselves 
seated like Whyrnper and Croz beneath the Ecrins before a blaze 
of juniper, when the darkness lifted and we were shot out into a 
gently sloping meadow, with a dim outline of houses at hand. It 
was at this hour that Professor Tyndall returned to Randa from the 
Weiss·horn, to find a basin of broth and a warm footbath awaiting 
him from the hand of the wakeful Philomene. B~ now there was 
neither footbath nor Philomene, the hotel was tn darkness; and 
the landlord refused to get out of bed for the friend at midnight. 
ljke the fishermen in Plautus, we were about to slink off supper
less to bed, when Irving conjured cocoa and biscuits from the 
bowels of his rucksack ; soon the bedroom was filled with its 
delicious scent and our spirits revived .as we fought the day's 

_ battles again, until three resounding whacks from the next room 
called us to a sense of duty and to bed. · 

One might expect that, after ·such laborious days and with a 
perfectly good train within a few yards of our hotel, we should 
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creep back to Zinal by the valleys. But Irving has a rooted 
objection to beginning a day by going downhill, and moreover 
there was our programme to consider, for in those youthful days a 
prog!amme was more than a scrap of paper, and such a formidable 
item as a T7iertausender could not be discarded like a plank in 
some political platform. The direct way to Zinal led over the 
summit of the Weisshorn, the sky had cleared, and the peak 
should be in as admirable condition as ourselves. Accordingly, 
the next afternoon we strolled up to the hut, pausing to drink 
among the black redstarts and water pipits at the chalets where 
once the milk lubricated every atom of Professor Tyndall's body. 
The hut was empty and we spread ourselves and our belongings 
in the evening sunshine, supped at leisure and slept' long, perhaps 
too long with so big a climb before us, for we did not set out 
until 5 ·45 A.M. 

The east ridge of the Weisshorn is not a difficult undertaking, 
and there are few places where a party cannot move in unison ; 
the climb stands in my memory as a sunlit picture in three colours, 
the rich ochre of rock and the ivory white of the Bies Glacier 
below, and all round us the deep cobalt of an unclouded sky. 
But when we embarked upon the final snow cap, -vvhere by now 
the sun had got fully to work, mists began to form about the 
nearer peaks and streamers drifted past us, while in the distance 
the Comb in and Mont Blanc still remained clear. Quickly as 
we had moved, \Ve did not make the summit before midday, and 
by that time the weather had taken a turn for the worse. A 
long stretch of snow arete and an immense face of rock, upon 
which we knew there was a succession of fixe'd ropes, still separated 
us from the alps above Zinal. Clouds were gathering in the 
distanc~. After a short halt we · set off down the north ridge. 
Fortunately the snow was in excellent condition, but it was· no 
place for hurrying. With a very narrow crest, a steep curtain 
Qf glacier to the right, and on the left the succession of rocky 
barriers where so few have as yet followed Passingham and 
lmseng, the situation was exposed and the walking too delicate 
to allow more than an occasional glance at the graceful curves 
leading to the great gendarme, near which ~e · must turn down
ward to the west. Gradually the ·Crest grew broader, and we 
halted near the foot of the gendarme to study our further descent 
by the rock face. Some distance below was a sharp rock marking 
.the head of a buttress where we expected to find the fixed ropes, 
while between ridge and buttress was a repellent sweep of smooth 
slabs, though the angle was not severe. 

While we pon1tered the best line of approach, one of the party 
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sighted a piton at a short distance below. Some hold st~ong 
views about the morality of these mechanical aids to speed and 
safety ; but when you have a long and unknown descent before 
you, when the weather is rapidly deteriorating and a snowfall 
may soon make even easy rocks a serious task, . there is little 
inclination to moralise. We made for the piton, threaded the 
spare rope through it, picked up its successors, and before long 
were scrambling up into a small gap behind the sharp rock on 
the buttress. There, sure enough, we found the fixed ropes ; 
some thin and frayed, some swaying furiously in the freshening 
wind, some firm and stout as a ship's cable. Though after the 
first half hour the natural difficulties were less serious, it was a 
comfort to grasp these unsportsmanlike aids and, casting off 
mountain morality, to sin as it were with a cart rope. Meanwhile 
the storm was gathering its strength, now in soft snow flakes 
melting as they fell, now in sharp gusts of hail which ran down 
our sleeves. The slope eased off, and we shot down shale on to 
gentle glacier as the rain b·egan in earnest. . We had taken nearly 
six hours from summit to pasture ; and now there remained 
nothing but a joyful scamper past the Arpitetta chalets to the 
valley below ~nd the lights of Zinal. 

Well, that part of the programme was over, a mountain 
symphony in thr,ee movements : allegretto _ma non troppo to 
Zermatt, andante maestoso across the shrouded Saasgrat, allegro 
vivace of a golden morning before the crescendo of storm on the 
Weisshorn. Nevertheless, looking· back on that crowded week 
of glorious giant-killing, I feel that something was lacking. Not 
that the week was too much for us, for with Irving's leadership 
the climbs · were. well within our powers, and the ·reasonable 
speed of our party, which was later criticised as ominous, was in 
fact a further element of safety ; nor, may I claim, did we ap
proach the mountains with the proud look and high stomach of 
the peak-bagger. Only, there had been no room for the scherzo·. 
The setting was too sublime for this, and when later we migrated 
to .Zermatt in a spell of brilliant weather we continued in the 
grand manner. Lyskamm, Nordend, Monte Rosa, Matterhorn, 
a fine collection of scalps for 3: second season ; but might it not 
be that in all these expeditions, with their demands on skill or 
endurance, there was little chance of relaxation, of those calm 
moments when <>ne can regain the sense lof proportion and perhaps 
envisage something beyond mere physical feats, when one may 
feel the presence of the things not seen which are the substance 
of our mountain faith ? Should not the grave airs of these great 
themes end with some softer andante cantabile ? Each of us 
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will. choose his ow11 manner of closing an Alpine season. When 
.1\llr. Longland took us by that charming Road to· Roundabout
the occasion was memorable not merely for the grace of his 
style but from the fact that the subsequent discussion was opened 
in person by a gendarme disguised as Mr. Clarke the Zermatt 
horseshoe at length faded before the vision of coq au Chambertin 
and woodland strawberries in a French place ; and I have heard 
a legal luminary speak here of the delights of drifting homeward 
down the Rhine and safely past the Lorelei. Perhaps Irving 
divined our need, for as our party began to · move home he 
proposed . an ascent of the Breithorn. Tl1e usual way up the 
Breithorn may seem like vin ordinaire after the rare vintage wines 
of the sixties, but it was good eno~gh for my palate. I can 
-remember little of the ascent beyond a night at the Gandegg and 
·a leisurely saunter up a broad be~ten track in the early morning; 
I can recall nothing . of a cloudless view from the summit beyond 
the arrival of a· tourist playing a mouth organ. And yet this 
simple stroll remains as a l>right memory of tnore than a gentle 

. fare~ell to the mountains ; it was an ease to body and soul alike, 
a restful cadence to the animated tempo of the past weeks. 

I have ventured upon the metaphor of a symphony, where 
only the pen of a Kugy could weave mountains and music into 
due harmony of words ; and it may be that, with the companion
ship of friends, these peaks call. for some statelier choral measure· 
of comparison. ' There are two things,' wrote Cyril Bailey, 
' that k~it man to man more than any others ; one is to have 
been on t?e same rope on a good climb'. the other to have sung 
the ·Choruses of the B minor Mass side by side.' For all his . 
' motintainous fugues ' Bach was a plainsman who lived and died 
before climbing was born ; yet I hope the anachronism may be 
forgiven if one links both thoughts with a season among the 
Pennine cathedrals, where the 'glory of the Sanctus and the 
joyful sunset splendour of Hosanna in excelsis rise in visible form, 
and the remembered quiet ofhillside and pasture-may even now, 
across the years of tumult, bring some last solemn mountain 
echo · of Dona rzobis pacem. But these are the . fiutings of an 
exalted fancy ; it will be music enough for out profaner ears 
when we hear once more the familiar sharp double tang of the 
first Swiss railway bell at VaJlorbe. 
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